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About Lee*
In addition to being featured on television and radio programs, Lee has been a
• Student of The Divine Wisdom of Astrology since 1958
• Professional Astrologer and New Age Teacher since 1978
• Researcher in Dallas since 1983 to channel the Aquarian Age Astrology, to be revealed later
• Astrological Consultant on the movie "A Promise for Caroline" starring Delta Burke
• Member in past years of the American Federation of Astrology, American Federation of
Astrology Network, Astrological Society of North Texas, International Society for Astrological
Research, International Society of Business Astrologers, MAGI, National Council of
Geocosmic Research, Organization of Professional Astrologers, Texas Astrological
Association, and the National Speakers Association as well as many other organizations

Information Lee needs from you:
•
•
•
•
•

name
current location
date of birth
place of birth
as accurately as possible, time of birth (if you have a close time, but not exact, please
consider Lee's Rectification service for $100 – need 10 specific dates for events in your life
that affected you personally (marriage, children born, graduated high school or college,
accidents, etc.). Rectification is a one-time project and provides your exact birth time.

Other price lists are available upon request - email Lee@AquarianAgeAstrology.com
• Chart Service - printed charts with no explanations
• Computer Generated Astrological Reports – pages of general explanations specific to your
chart – this is a great way to begin the study of astrology but they cannot substitute for the
insight provided when you consult a professional astrologer for a one-on-one reading.

CONSULTATIONS – ONE-ON-ONE WITH LEE at your location
60 minutes for $100 * 90 minutes for $150 * 120 minutes for $200
Personal Charts
Natal Chart
Understand your journey and recognize native talents, ideal vocations, and life's possibilities.
We look at how others see you, your resources, education, career, travel, life purpose, karmic
lessons, and what holds you back. We also look at the vitally important area of your
relationships with children, parents, relatives, love affairs and significant others, marriage
partners, and friends.
Depending upon time allotted, also includes:
Daze Of Our LivesTM – meaning of your birth day as a day of the week
The Names We Wear TM- meaning of your name
Your off-balance vulnerability point as shown by Vera Tex The TornadoTM and Katman-do The Silent Creeping SecretTM
Your Trigger point as shown by East Point Let It All Hang OutTM and West Point
AttentionT;
It is always wise to start with a natal chart consultation, whether with Lee or another
professional astrologer. Progressed, Directed, and Transit charts relate to your natal chart and,
without understanding who you were born to be, annual updates may not be as useful.
Progressed Chart with Transits – 12-month forecast
The planets move at a rate mentioned in the Bible, “year for a day.” The inner planets (those
closest to the Sun) move more swiftly than the outer planets. These movements can help us see
what energies are at hand in our present time as well as give us a 'heads-up" regarding our
futures. Usually a progressed chart is ordered annually to see what is coming up for the next
year. These charts are calculated using your current city of residence, not natal city.
Directed Chart with Transits - 12-month forecast
This chart is not often used but also can give us insight into current and future events in our
lives. Rather than showing planetary movement according to a "year for a day," all of the
planets in the natal chart move forward by the same amount as the Sun's forward movement.
Directed charts are typically ordered annually to see what is coming up for the next year.
These charts also are calculated using current residence location, rather tan natal city.
Astro-Carto-Graphy Map
On the map of the world, the planets as they appeared at your birth can be seen as lines that
are vertical as well as curves that ascend and then descend. These lines indicate where we have
various experiences and such experiences depend upon which planet we are discussing as well
as how that planet is aspected in our natal chart. This information helps us to understand why
we may have certain experiences in specific locations. It is helpful regarding our current
residence as well as places we plan to visit or to which to move. We will see what energies are
at play for us, whether positive or negative.
One must have accurate time of birth for this chart to be valid.

Local Space Map
This also is a locational chart, but not using the Astro-Carto-Graphy formula. This map shows
all of the lines are moving outward from the location, almost like petals on a flower. From the
Local Space Map, we can find the best direction for all activities. For example, we look at the
ruling planet of the client's 2nd house and recognize in which direction one should find one's
bank. When extended to other states and countries, we can determine what types of energies
await us.
One must have accurate time of birth for this chart to be valid.
Return Charts
In a return, we calculate the planetary layout for the current year, but with the planet upon
which we are focusing being located at the exact degree and minute it was when we were born.
Obviously, all the other planets will be different and the return planet may well be in a different
house in the return chart than it was in the natal chart. Returns can be:
Solar (annual), Lunar (28 to 29 days), Mercury (every 10 to 12 months, but depends on planet's
retrograde patterns which may mean there are 3 returns a year), Venus (every 11 months,
again Retrogrades have strong effect), Mars (22 to 24 months), the 4 Asteroids, Jupiter (every
12 years), Saturn (28 to 30 years), Chiron (around 50), and possibly Uranus (if one is 72 years
old). We do not live long enough to have Neptune and Pluto returns.
Lunar returns require accurate time of birth.

Relationship Charts – Comparisons and interactions with others
Comparison of Charts
Most people choose a comparison of charts in order to learn how to live more productively
with others. We are individuals and each has our own chart. By comparing your chart with the
chart of another person, you can determine how to 1) either live in a more agreeable
relationship with that individual by accepting both the positives and negatives or 2) walk away.
Often, we are in relationships due to karmic debts and once these are paid, we no longer have
to deal with that individual. It is important to have accurate birth times for both individuals,
although not absolutely necessary. However, we do need the accurate time for the person
asking for the comparison reading.
These charts can be for two adults, a parent compared to child's chart, individual compared to
boss or co-workers, teachers with students – we're simply looking at how the two individuals
relate to each other.
Two People Create a New Personality
This is not comparing two charts. Instead, we take the positions of the planets and other
factors in each chart and find the middle point. Example, the new “Sun” would be that point
exactly between the Sun in each chart. This is the energy we give off as a couple, NOT
individually. This is one way people see us together – they take the “best” of each of us and
tone it or “tune it” to the other. The new positions may be in harmony or very dissonant. We
need complete birth data for each person, including exact time.

Two People Create a New Natal Chart
From the birth data of each chart we construct a new chart with its own date and time. This is
not midpoints of what exists in the previously mentioned "Two People Create a New
Personality." Instead, it is a completely new being that expresses the location of the planets,
etc., for that DATE and LOCATION formed from the other charts. This is similar to a natal
chart and is something the two people together can create in the world and it will be positive or
negative depending on the planets and how they relate to our individual charts. We need
accurate date, time and place of the two individuals in order to correctly calculate and
delineate this chart.

Horary Charts
Sometimes we have specific questions to ask. A Horary chart is calculated based on the time
we ask the question and there is only ONE correct time: when it has to come out of us! The
time must be precise. Write the question down and write down the exact time and place. If you
need to, check your clock time with that on cable or by telephone “Time and Temperature.”
We cannot do two horary charts for the same question. There is only one time and that stands,
even though sometimes we don’t like the answer we get.

Other
If you want Arabian Parts, Parts of Destiny, and Fixed Stars listed for your consultation, we
can do this, but please be aware the explanations will add time. If you want lists without
explanations, the charge is $10 for each list of the three lists.

NOTE:
We calculate all charts using the Tropical positions unless you specifically request the Sidereal. Both
are valid. Most people in the US use Tropical.

ASTROLOGY LESSONS – ONE-ON-ONE WITH LEE at your location
120 minutes for $30
Lee is an award-winning educator. In 2006, she was named 1) one of top 51 teachers in the U.S. by the
U.S. Department of Education, 2) Runner-up for "Texas Teacher of the Year" by the Texas Computer
Education Association, and 3) Runner-up for "Service Above Self" award from Dallas Rotary Club.

Lessons – each lesson requires 120 minutes in class time plus requires homework
BEGINNING
Signs
Planets
Aspects
Putting it together in a natal chart – we use charts of well-known celebs
ADVANCED
Progressed Charts – we use charts of well-known celebs
Directed Charts – again, we use charts of famous individuals
Relationship Charts (this can be one to three lessons)
Horary and Election Charts (these are two lessons, take one or both)
Location Charts (these are two lessons, take one or both)
* Lee masters is a "Doing Business As" or DBA name for Lee Gabor – Lee uses "masters" as
a verb, which is why it is not capitalized. As with each of us, Lee is mastering Life's concepts.

